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Frost freaks of the dittany

BY LESTER F. WARD.

WITH PLATE XIX.
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to the same vertical portion of the stem but at regular interva

around it like the paddles of a flutter-wheel, but all curving

in the same direction after the manner of a turbine whi

Thus, where there were four they stood with each pair oppo-

site, as in the accompanying cuts, of which fig. I reprc nt$

a cross-section and fig. 2 a side view. The amount of curving

varied considerably, and the coil sometimes filled up most of

the interval between the plates giving the object a compact ap-

pearance. The ice was white, opaque, and singularly light, as

if consisting of congealed froth, but in all cases the rolls

s.

bore horizontal stripes like those of a flag, resulting fro

degrees in the whiteness, varying from alabaster to near,

transparent. These stripes added greatly to the beauty of

these singular objects. In some cases the inner margin, in-

stead of being straight was sinuous (fig. 3), giving a fluted

character to the base of the wing (fig. 4). Many otht

peculiarities were noted in these evanescent toys, as holding

them in our hands we walked along discussing and admi

them; but as they soon vanished and memory is treacheWK

I refrain from further detail
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conn
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longitudinally split into strips at the zone occupied by the
frost-work, but as it could be seen between the several ice
sheets, these rifts must have been covered by their bases.
In other words, it cannot be doubted that the liquid matter
out of which they were formed had passed through these lon-
gitudinal openings and been deposited by molecular accretions
m the symmetrical forms observed. We inferred from this
that they might consist entirely of the juices of the plant, and
made the only chemical test in our power, namely, that of
Placing them on the tongue. The result was wholly negative,
as nothing distinguishable from pure distilled water could be
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plant in addition to the frost work. Although it is, according

to this representation, a much less definite and less beautiful

object than our dittany "frost flowers,
,,

there can be no doubt

that the principle on which it was formed is the same. The

author's description of it as "fashioned into all sorts of whim-

sical feathery curls and flanges and ridges" indicates at om

the inadequacy of his figure to do it justice and the close

analogy between it and the "frost flower" of Cunila.

Weshall probably soon hear of other plants that have a

iimilar habit.

U. S. National Museum.

Explanation of Plate XIX.

Fig. i. Cross-section of a four-winged frost-work, generalized. Fig .2 S*

view of same, showing mode and position of attachment to stem. r\%- J

tration of sinuous margin of some of the foils. Fig 4- Side view of same.s**

ing fluted or gathered appearance.

h

BRIEFER ARTICLES.

On two new or imperfectly known Myxomycetes .—with plate

Comatricba eaespitosa n. sp. PL xx, figs. 1-4.— Sporangia
^

crowded or cespitose, rising from a delicate hypothallus. M^

sporangia very shortly stipitate or subsessile, clavate, 1-1-5

Sporangial wall grey, iridescent with blue tints, comP
aratlv *.^

manent but finally disappearing. Columella rising to ^'^^
three-fourths of the height of the

out its length to the dense, blackish cap

V_.UlUIllCllcl ii^"o v "
A.

sporangium, and giving rise thrWF

--, , _ri£h capillitiam. Main branch^

the capillitium thick at the point of origin, frequently anabt0 ^
ind becoming gradually thinner toward the surface of tl

|

espor ^r^
tips pointed,//?*, not attached to the wall of the sporangium, an /^
ing no peripheral network. Spores globose, distinctly <^^'JLjb
in diameter, pale brownish-violet by transmitted light, Mad
in the mass.

?

.. ^
On moss, and lichens of the genus Cladonia, Wood's

Vugust, 1892, W. A. Setehell.
j

This interesting species is characterized by its dense > ^^
habit, more or less permanent sporangial wall, and large.

^ ^
pores. The individual columellas sometimes exhibit ™* #*

tions from the type, variations which might be taken to in i

^^ jp
.

mal developments. On the whole, however, the Pnr * lpa

a , u
istics of this Comatricha seem to be of definite specific >


